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Crypto Bio
Steven Leech
My last name is the name for a bloodsucking worm. My ex-wife would not take my
last name but kept her first husband’s name, and after she kicked me to the curb,
took her third husband’s last name. Who would want to be associated with the
parasitic sucker of blood? I can’t be trusted because madness runs in my mother’s
family. I’ve been considered unstable, often hostile in the social sphere, sometimes
dangerous. I’m a product of a life of trauma. As a child I would throw myself down
the stairs. As an adolescent my elder Beat friend said I was either a genius or
psychotic, maybe both. I’ve lived a life of bad decisions and wrong choices. I’ve
sided with the proletariat and I pursue and offer that which is nearly ever
considered. Blacklisted and marginalized, excluded and rejected, I’ve been foolish
enough to think I need to get the message and get with the programming.

From far off, Steve Leech telekinetically types a
viral note in my computer
Robert Bohm
Although I'm not sure where I originally came from, I've lived now for
decades on Planet Earth. My experiences here have taught me this: the trick of
survival is to clomp through shit. The problem is that no matter how much you
clomp, it's never enough. Pretty soon you’re in a panic because behind you in the
street-shadows someone’s shouting at you, "You fucking hoodlum, you’ve mugged
the language once too often, I’m gonna . . ."
You try to run away but can't. The shit's too thick. Your feet are stuck.
To escape, what you gotta do is go inside yourself. To where a poem’s heartdrum booms within a knowing you don’t know about yet.
Relax, don’t worry, the poem I'm talking about isn’t a dangerous midnight
seduction. It isn’t a dirty needle wearing a g-string. It isn’t Luke Skywalker’s long
cock looking for something to eat in a dumpster in the shadows. It isn’t a come-on,
it doesn’t feign dimwittedness for the purpose of, later on, stunning you with an
unexpected display of virtuoso poetic cunning, then zapping you and imprisoning
you in a zoo of incoherencies where you end up sobbing at Jesus’ feet. It isn't
designed to bring you low by dragging you beyond your limited capacity to live,
then showing you how the tranquil gorilla in his concrete grotto ignores you while
the macaw from its branch inside a cage pronounces its condemnation of everything
that isn’t voluptuously seditious.
No, none of that stuff's here. This poem’s exactly what it claims to be and
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nothing more: a swansong, a last goodbye, a lament for the dead, a prison break, a
hunt for a breath of fresh air.
And so the poem proceeds on its way. For awhile, it limps. Later, it hops on
one foot. For brief periods, it walks bowlegged.
Once the poem arrives where it's going, it's ravished by hunger and it eats
everything it sees: chocolate-covered cherries and the nail earrings of punk-rock
nymphets. Nothing is disdained, everything belongs in the poem’s diet. It eats, it
overeats, it grows obese, it waddles like a tub of jelly here and there, it’s prone to
heart attacks. As the poem swallows everything in its path and the borders between
poetry and prose die an ugly tantrum-throwing death, even the nightingales,
suffering for centuries from the onus of having to carry poetry’s spirit in their tiny
idiotic throats, sigh with relief.
It’s a new world now. I see a man walking down the street who looks exactly
like a man walking down the street. This is my neighborhood. This is where I live.

Finis
Steven Leech
In the future, in the year 2022. Our future has been stolen and hidden behind the
illusory world of conspiracies. We’ll be smoking refined reefer from pipes you don’t
light. The President comes from Delaware and is actually older than me, but not by
much. I listen to myself on the radio with the voices of old DJs now dead.
Billionaires take off into space, but keep Mars secret. We have alternative realities
here in the future, on the edge of Civil War, again. Some women, in virtual space
who I cannot love, consider me a creep. It is why I am a recluse, to protect myself
from being loved. During unexpected changes in the seasons, catastrophes daily.

My Spirit Guide awaits my waking into darkness
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More About Our Cover Art
This issue of Dreamstreets again displays the artwork of local artist Elby Rogers
on our front cover. Previously his work appeared on the cover of issues #54 and
#61. In addition, his poetry has graced a number of recent issues of Dreamstreets.
Now, thanks to our recent practice of intermittently imbedding audio and video
into our digital issues, Elby has introduced audio to his poetry.

AS OF NOW, THIS LOOKS LIKE
ARMAGEDDON
As of now, this looks like Armageddon
Unbiblical proportions imploding
The puppet regime puppet? Moronic
X equals uncontrollable numbers
A Christian tract in the Lake of Fire
As of now, we are doomed to watch TV
The plot, the family plot, the cello
Music soaring above the stratosphere
The Devil’s tritone under the fingers
Skip the band-aid on the white boy’s scraped knee
Throw the rock through the millionaire’s window
It looks out on the mere surface of things
A veritable teacup in a maelstrom
That rare skunk traveling by daylight
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ABSENCE OF MALICE
Wonderland has always been there
The four inch girl in the frilly dress
Loves you beyond the Queen of Hearts
Nothing makes sense in this new world,
But keep going! You can’t be killed!
Someone hands you a flamethrower
So many monsters in one place
Beggar the imagination
Only the absence of Alice,
Dear Malice, might drive you crazy
You are simply her sinecure
Middles Class flatfoot in the drowned world
Now that you’ve lost track of the chaos,
You are in the mad hatter’s crosshairs
You can hear the muffled voices
Of the ending about to start
Tea and sympathy are not weapons
Tame monsters, the dreams of children
A familiar song starts to stir
Old egocentric memories
Both penniless and motherless,
You simply take the Jack of Hearts
People are calling out to you:
“Is this house made of playing cards?”

–– Elby Rogers
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New Scope, New Schedule, New Submission
Policy for Dreamstreets
We accept literary submissions in
any
genre,
including
criticism,
reporting, and commentary from and
of concern to Delawareans and those
in the Delaware Diaspora. We solicit
our own visual art. Generally, we do
not reprint previously published
contemporary work although one
previously published poem in a
sequence of unpublished poems might
be permissible; just make sure we
know, so we can give credit. Our
reading periods are now year-round.
We tend to publish a summer issue
curated without submissions.
Send up to 5 poems of no more
than 5 pages, not including your cover
page. For prose, 15 pages is roughly
the limit although more may be
acceptable if the work is exceptional.
For criticism and commentary, it’s
wise to query first. Begin no more than
one poem on each page and make
your stanza breaks clear.
Please send your work to:
dreamstreets(dot)press(at)gmail (dot)
com AS A SINGLE ATTACHED
DOCUMENT in Microsoft Word (.doc
or .docx). PLEASE, DO NOT MAKE US
OPEN AND KEEP TRACK OF
Write
SEVERAL
DOCUMENTS.
“Submission” in the email subject
heading.
IN
YOUR
SINGLE
DOCUMENT, include a cover page
with name, address, phone number,
email, and a short bio of 50 words or
less, and indicate your connection to
Delaware. Those who need to use
snail mail may address a hard copy of

With over 40 years’ experience
ensconced in the Delaware arts
community, we at Dreamstreets are
confident that we can successfully
expand our frequency and scope to
include more commentary and on a
broader field: reviews, criticism, and
history of music, theatre, literature,
cinema, or whatever some artist gets
away with, to paraphrase Marshall
McLuhan. And we’ll need you to pitch
your reports, critiques, thoughts, and
hallucinations anent artsy doings in
and of concern to Delaware. While
critiques ought to be candid, if you
think the work’s trash, find another
work, one worthy of our reader’s
attention, and leave your trash for
another to treasure. “Pitch” is an
operative word here. Rather than
labor by lamplight for what might
forfeit sunshine, tip us off first, though
we’ll still take stuff on spec. To make
this easier, we are converting to yearround submissions, and we’ll publish
whenever we’re ready—more often,
we expect. We’ll be crating the new
cargo beginning with Dreamstreets #72.
We aim to remain progressive,
diverse, averse to anything racist or
sexist, unafraid of being edgy, and a
vehicle for art marginalized by the
insular esthetic of Delaware’s political
economy as well as its insular
geography.
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
(Please have the courtesy to comply
with these carefully. They are simple
and make our job much easier.)
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cover letter if you are courting another
and inform us immediately if your
work becomes elsewhere engaged. We
reserve first serial rights until
publication, when all rights revert to
the author. Our rights include
electronic as well as print publication
and magazine re-prints. Please give
Dreamstreets credit if you re-publish
your work. Our editorial committee
will review your work and get back to
you before the next issue.

their submission to Dreamstreets
Press, P. O. Box 4593, Newark, DE
19715. Double space prose, single
space poetry, use 12-pt Times New
Roman font, and remove extra space
between paragraphs. Align text left,
except for special or unusual
typography, in which case, we may
have to work with you to render it
faithfully. DON'T CAPITALIZE TITLES
unless that is your intention.
Simultaneous submissions are
fine, but please let us know in your

Sunshine Mandela

Franetta McMillian
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David Hudson
Spring and Dead Things
So did the dead man kiss my eyes
that closed before his closed,
and run his fingers, his hot hands
along my jowl, across my lips,
probing perhaps the skeleton,
then did he strike me not,
not that you will not strike me
when I scream as you pursue
the phantom of the flesh,
which, like the figment
turns upon you if you shape it
to your purpose; for I feel
his moist but going-dry hot breath
upon my navel, and my guts
heave, for surely I am racked .
and these my tendons stretch
beyond endurance,
Touch me not.
Spit upon me. Drop by drip
let water fall upon my heart,
but take your hands down from my throat!
The body slack, the lips a-sag,
the fingers slide, the fingers pry
the wide lids shut, the shut lids open.
Your coming was like spring:
born of the rain, the sleet, the snow;
come thus volatile you must turn
to something more to be the same;
even the syllabus of your name
which while defining yet misleads,
requires expansion, whereby I lose
both part of you while gaining more.
For how delimit elements
That know no limits in a sense:
Rain falls, and the seeds in earth
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die in themselves to give birth to
both leaf and flower
which, in their hour
promise to return, and do.
Let us imagine that the shore
recedes while yet the sea
comes on: Then is no more
of sea, of shore, for sea defines
the sand grain lines,
which, without the ocean
confines their motion
to the dark-desert-death of earth.
Let us imagine then
Another figure for my confusion:
The door has both a lock and key,
One is you and one is I
(Even in love we must speak correctly
although acting uncircumspectly).
What, then, does the door stand for?
It stands to open, to close in, out,
mystery beyond a doubt.
Why, then, do doors and stairs provide
both freedom and terror in a stride?
Is it not rather that we fear
whether we grasp, or whether we wait
we will realize a moment later
that neither method is complete?
(The late sun falls into the sea.
The waves they are green and white;
the mad wind scatters
the grains of sand.
while I attempt to read your hand.
The sea continues as before
its futile conquest of tile shore .)
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Art crying. Belovéd?
Art caught?
My soul hears naught
Yet would it listen.
It is myself,
that Hagar, sent
into the desert
for a space:
What shall I find
to cling unto,
how bind myself
not unto you,
for the wind is bitter,
the air is cold.
Belovéd, we are old.
Who will receive us
except with whips,
who wipe the slobber
from our lips,
as there in the night.
laid bam by the moon
we lie alone
upon a dune.
And our cries say only,
For we are lonely,
for we are merely
not quite nearly.
Art sleeping, Belovéd?
Art dead?
Sleep upon earth
the dream has fled.
This poem is posthumous and derived from a lengthy draft of poetry
bequeathed to the editor from the David Hudson literary estate. The title has
been assigned to it by the editor.
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Douglas Morea
DEAR THOMAS JEFFERSON
Hey Jeff,
Long time no see.
Especially since they tore your statue down. We could claim you
just lost your balance but
some therapy might cut you that knot,
or at least a deal. Some might call it character
assassination, while others
a key?
So how about we do some opening up? You never did mind a dare
when you were feeling hot. You were
always a big shot
on betting on getting an even bigger share.
Because it seems the cancel culture cops have caught you holding
Self-evident Truths, but
to set who free? How about you pull up a chair, and
let us see.
But why pretend you’re not already sitting there, sworn
witness to a plot—
for testament, pray divine a truth; to wit: Are you holding
out on us, or not?
Just how much self do you offer up
as evidence that you are—dare we call you—
a patriot?
And granting that, a patriot to what?
After all, in your time loyalists to the Throne
were called traitors—against your revolutionary rot.
All depends
on who, from all those called, you chose to own, and what you now
choose to own up to.
How about
your very own Nation of Declaration?
Spit-shine that apple of your eye! But apple that other hands
following commands grew for you?
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So don’t hand me that
intellectual dilation of fat to chew.
You cannot see light by shining light on it. For that view you must let
light shine into you—yet, what
shadows to rise by that wick you lit? You figured on
what? There was to get, standing to gain or lose?
Whether by eternal flame or black powder, not much—guessing
destiny in your time—to expect of
either, at the end
of your petty, self-important
fuse?
Is that why, Mr. Jefferson, we got the worst
along with the best of you, because you claimed you had the right
to not choose?
A right, hmm—of, by, and for exactly what? Toward where?
Where you yourself did sanctify in scrip—
There! That brazen gist of it, that cuts your golden lip
to baser mettle;
where a pixie—imp of play fair—did lurk,
and egg toward hatching rights that are not license of a fated quirk,
but a deal, or—to raise it off the dirt—a covenant?
For license tempts up lazy masters, Tom, whereas for its bread
a covenant’s gotta do its own
dirty work.
So you, Thomas Jefferson,
have been weighed in the balance and found wanting
more than your share.
You
have been weighed in the balance and found wanting
more than your share.
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Which makes one side sink low, and the other
hang like a caught bandit, or traitor, choking, stuck up far too high
in the air.
Even shiny apples fall and rot.
That loophole you left yourself, boy? Heh.
Now it’s that knot.
To think, Tommy Boy, you of all folks, would get it wrong on rights.
What is your America, a wishing well, then? Toss yourself in, and if
come up heads, you alone win
the right to breathe again? Is this how your style of rights
turns a trick?
Oh stop squirming in your chair.
I’m not your side-kick, no, but I see your side fair.
Enough the children you dismissed
claim for theirs your dirty world’s privilege, a statue’s right of way.
Ach! Perhaps it is better
you are gone from this, the Land of the Fee and the Home of I Gave.
Yet I say
they are fools who think that disappearing you—or anyone—
improves the view of anyone’s tomorrow.
So I asked them:
How is it you all came to hate Thomas Jefferson?
And in the hollow of their silent glare I for them replied: Because
he taught us How. What to hate him for.
So on behalf of all who hate you now and should,
with this blinding glare you left them
for their own, to snatch up, your light—flickering scrap now blowing
free, free at last and just
lying where
ever—
on their behalf and mine, I thank you, Thomas Jefferson,
because we find ourselves
lost in troubles made of you, we also who
you never saw except as shadows underneath your feet that trod
your morning garden
beat atop slave quarters, all need claim you
ours by self-evident birth right, and dare you come clean
at last for us, despite…
despite…
Undersigning,
We the People, foundry now as once and ever of our own founding,
breathless breath suspended in such balance
in the air.
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The Second Edition in Pieces
What follows is the final chapter to be published from the unpublished second edition of
my novel Poe’s Daughter, Pym’s Soul. It is the chapter, in the second edition, that
begins the new second part of the novel with the title “Pym’s Soul,” and its role is
dependent, in large part, on the context of the whole of the second edition.
Three other chapters have already been published beginning with the most recent,
“The Bard’s Ghost,” in Dreamstreets #70, “Some Light in the Deepest Dark,” in
Dreamstreets #68, and “Eddie, Lennie, and Berenice” in The Broadkill Review,
Volume 14, Number 6, published in November 2020. A chronology and synopsis of
chapters as they appear in the second edition follows “A More Sublime Sphere.”
The connection between the first chapter of the first part, i.e., “Poe’s Daughter,”
and the first chapter in the second part, “Pym’s Soul,” is the appearance of the French
author, and Poe literary contemporary, George Sand. In that first chapter “Kismet
Corambé, A Mystery,” a young Poe and Sand have a chance encounter in Paris in 1830.
Both were in the city at that same time. I do not disclose that the identity of the young
woman whom Poe encountered was Sand, and thus the mystery.
In the story below, “A More Sublime Sphere,” the subject of Poe briefly comes up
in a conversation between Sand and Transcendentalist author Margaret Fuller, who
actually knew both Poe and Sand. Sand remembers a brief encounter with a Southern
gentleman visiting some seventeen years before but cannot recall his name.
I have come to suspect that I may
have sort of psychic link with the spirit of
Edgar Allan Poe. I reported that suspicion
in “Poe Dreams Beyond the Veil”
published in Dreamstreets #61. One
more strange occurrence was brought to
my attention recently. When I wrote that
first chapter, “Kismet Corambé, A
Mystery,” sometime in the early 1980s, I
had to invent a French artist who had
painted a portrait of the young George
Sand as a plot device for the story, and I
had to give him a name. While thinking
about this I needed the name to sound
French of course. I remembered reading in
my youth the novel Candide by Voltaire.
A good first name. For the last name I
remembered the movie from the early
1960s entitled Modesty Blaise. Alas, I
had the name: Candide Blaise.
Recently, to my astonishment, I
discovered there really was an artist
working in Paris in the early 1830s
named Candide Blaise. After that I was
floored when I discovered that Blaise
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actually did a portrait of the young Amantine Lucile Aurore Dupin, or George Sand. The
only difference is that Blaise’s portrait was an engraving and not a painting. Thus for the
second edition of Poe’s Daughter, Pym’s Soul, I had to change this detail.
Candide Blaise’s portrait of the young George Sand accompanies that of Edgar
Allan Poe and John Lofland, Delaware’s earliest literary figure with whom Poe interacted
on at least a few occasions, on the cover of the unpublished second edition of Poe’s
Daughter, Pym’s Soul shown here.

A More Sublime Sphere
Steven Leech
History cannot fully record that which comes after death regarding the memories
retained fully by the living. Grief, no matter its length, evades any report in its
most intimate detail, that being the shadow of a life no longer living into that
future left to others.
There is no known report that Karl Marx ever knew of Poe, though both
were alive in print and read, in some likelihood, by some of the same people. In
that happenstance, or sphere if you like, Poe and Marx existed in proximity of
one another and settled into the consciousness of knowledgeable people at the
same time, whether alive or dead, and in this case, Poe remained only in
memory.
There is a theory that the departed remain in the ether as long as they are
remembered by the living, thus they may avail themselves in that great sphere to
greet the passage of a recently died filial or specially bonded persons at the
pearly gate.
Neither William Padgett nor Annie, Poe’s daughter, had a memory of
Edgar Allan Poe. Padgett may have witnessed both Poe and Lofland at the Seven
Stars Tavern more than ten years earlier, but did not recall him in the weeks
before Poe’s death. Poe had been merely one more derelict to be rounded up and
maneuvered with cheap rotgut wine and impure rum and led to the ballot boxes,
each time in Poe’s case to drive his wasting disease into crisis.
Annie had clung to her memory of her mother and had no memory of the
man who sired her though her mother had given her his last name, thus she was
Annie Poe, known only to Netta exclusively.
At the time of Poe’s death, and of John Lofland’s nearly nine months
before, the world of their ancestors in Europe had been in turmoil. Marx had
escaped those revolutions to spur him in exile in England to write his Manifesto.
In France, as the revolution there was waning toward the dictatorship of the
vainglorious Louis Bonaparte, or Napoleon III as he would fancy himself, and
while John Brown was stumbling around the country’s wool markets, the
woman whose name Poe had committed to memory eighteen years before,
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worried over the declining health of actress Marie Dorval, having made her
contribution to the revolutionary cause in a series of articles in the Bulletin de la
Republique, the radical nature of which had caused protests against her by
monarchists and Bonapartist sympathizers at her country home in Nohant. She
was George Sand.
Poe had remembered her name from those eighteen before but she never
thought to ask him his name. Names are never used, nor do they need to be used
in the realm of the spirit, that more sublime sphere.
The year before, in 1847, the Transcendentalist gadfly Margaret Fuller,
having been assigned to Europe by Horace Greeley at The New York Tribune, had
arrived on the continent and burned a path to Sand’s home in Nohant. Fuller had
interacted with Poe back in 1844 when he was about to buy and publish The
Broadway Journal. The two had met on several occasions at Anne Charlotte
Lynch’s literary salons on Waverly Place. Both Fuller and Poe had made
favorable impressions on one another.
“Yes,” reminisced Sand, when their extended conversation touched upon
the state of American literature, “ I seem to recall a Southern gentleman with a
lovely Virginia accent I met in Paris about fifteen years ago. I never learned his
name, or maybe I simply forgot. I’ve occasionally fancied that he may have been
Poe. It’s not likely I believe.”
Not all alignments are known from within the more sublime sphere. Many
more are evasive, and made more so by the foibles of human memory. Memory
is the minutia of history. As is often said, history is written by the winners, which
suggests that there exists, hidden in memory or in suppressed texts, a history of
the losers. Ought also, histories be embedded in collective memory, or histories
in some sublime sphere where dreams and hauntings, with those ghosts kept
vital to recount events that contribute to a timelessness from the future of the
actual? Might the actual align in some magical manner with the literal to manage
some meaning, to send a message that alerts one to an augmentation to events?
The same year that Poe and Armistead Gordon first interacted with Netta
in the Wedge, which led to the later encounter with Poe and Netta in Newark,
Delaware in 1846, shares similar connection to the enhanced exposition of
natural occurrence experienced by Little Marie and Germain under the stars
in George Sand’s novel The Devil’s Pool. I n b o t h c a s e s i t w a s as if
daylight after night turned a curse into a blessing; whereas the force we
trivialize and diminish by calling it love knits together a web that tames the
great reflection unseen in the sea of providence. Could that great white light
seen by Poe at death’s door been the reason he called out for Reynolds?
Both Annie Poe and William Padgett survived after Poe’s and Lofland’s
passage. Armistead Gordon’s spirit remains in the ink on the pages of The
Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym. Those histories of winners and losers, in
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collective memories, and those captured in the more sublime sphere
multiforming outcomes conjured by the imagination are alive as any other. Such
would include the aspirations and mission of John Brown in the soul shared by
those still living in mortal history, in the memories recorded by them.
Yet Annie Poe and William Padgett had no firm memory of those who
influenced and affected their lives, no knowledge of those enmeshed with others
beyond Poe, others inhabiting the web that knits the more sublime sphere to
mortal lives. Into different worlds Annie and Padgett would continue
to experience the events that make up the remainder of their lives, and
w o u l d still will dream and scheme their way to a more sublime sphere to be
judged and placed in the infinite revolution.

Synopsis for Poe’s Daughter, Pym’s Soul, 2nd edition
Part one: Poe’s Daughter
• KISMET, CORAMBÉ; A MYSTERY
Edgar Allan Poe encounters George Sand in Paris in 1830 very early in their literary
careers. The reader is not told it is Sand, thus the “mystery.”

• EDDIE, LENNIE, AND BERENICE
Poe visits John Lofland, Delaware’s first notable literary artist, in Milford Delaware.
Chapter introduces Poe’s older brother, William Henry Leonard Poe, Virginia
Clemm, who is only eight years old, and Armistead Gordon, a manumitted slave
who will play a significant part in the novel.

• DAY OF THE BARD
In Baltimore, the poetry writing contest between Poe and Lofland, which Lofland
wins. Introduction of others in their Baltimore literary circle: Brantz Mayer, T. S.
Arthur, and John McJilton. Also, William Padgett, a minor character who plays
a villainous role throughout the novel, is introduced.

• DARK AND EARFUL FRIEND, ARMISTEAD
Poe arrives in Newark, Delaware to give a lecture. Recounts in flashback Poe and
Armistead Gordon’s experience in the Wedge, a disputed no man’s land just west of
Newark on the border with Maryland, and of their encounter with Netta, the mother
of Poe’s daughter.

• NIGHT OF THE BARD
Poe and Lofland’s final visit in Wilmington, Delaware, where Lofland has become
the Literary Editor of The Blue Hen’s Chicken.

• THE FINAL PASSION OF JOHN LOFLAND
Lofland has contracted tuberculosis and ironically fallen in love with a younger
woman. Chapter includes the poetry he wrote reflecting his expression, and
unfinished short story about the woman in question. Lofland dies in mid sentence.
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• THE BARD’S GHOST
A more detailed, intimate story of Lofland’s romance with mysterious woman cited
above, who is Mary Jane Windle, who later defected to the Confederacy. Lofland has
premonitory dreams about his own death and Windle’s future.

• SOME LIGHT IN THE DEEPEST DARK
In August 1849, Poe shows up at George Lippard’s office in Philadelphia, broken
and destitute. Lippard raises money for Poe to go to Richmond to marry Elmira
Royster Shelton, his first love. Lippard raises funds from known person in the
literary community, but also from a couple of fictional characters from his own novel
The Monks of Monk Hall.

• DAY OF THE LIGHT
The Abolitionist John Brown nearly visits Karl Marx in London in 1849, in the wake
of revolutions spanning the continent of Europe. The event coincides with Poe’s final
weeks in Baltimore.

• TREASURES IN HEAVEN
The events leading up to Poe’s death. William Padgett plays a role in facilitating the
those events, while Netta, who is now living in Baltimore, and Armistead Gordon
attempt unsuccessfully to save Poe’s life.

• UPON THE DARK
The meeting between Karl Marx and John Brown is a near miss, and a
disappointment for Marx. The purpose of the two Marx/Brown chapters is a set-up
for the life that goes on after the deaths of Poe and Lofland, and for Padgett and
Annie, Poe’s daughter.

Part Two: Pym’s Soul
• A MORE SUBLIME SPHERE
This chapter serves as a transition between the sections “Poe’s Daughter” and
“Pym’s Soul.” It serves to advance the story, and is inspired by Sand’s novels,
The Devil’s Pool and Spiridion. Sand makes a brief appearance in the chapter, as
does Margaret Fuller, who knew both Poe and Sand.

• BOUND FOR GILEAD
Gideon Harris, who is heading south with money Netta has incrementally sent him
to purchase the freedom of Annie, encounters the Christiana Resistance in
Pennsylvania, not far from the borders of Delaware, Maryland, and Pennsylvania.
William Padgett has provoked the events there, the only slave resistance to have
occurred in a northern state. As a result, Gideon, who had had a previous encounter
with John Brown in New York, is turned back and later has an encounter with
Frederick Douglass.

• THE BROKER
Hiram Joiner, a barely literate slave breeder and racist, writes a letter to Brantz
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Mayer, one of those in Poe’s literary circle in Baltimore and author of Captain Canot;
or, Twenty Years of an African Slaver, to interest him in writing a book about him.
During Joiner’s recounting of his story in the letter he tells of how he murdered
Gideon Harris, who was making another attempt to journey south to buy Annie’s
freedom and never discovering the money sewn into his clothing. Includes Mayer’s
acerbic response.

• RUMOR AT BIG QUARTERLY
Peter Douglass, a slave from an Eastern Shore plantation, visits the August
Quarterly in Wilmington, Delaware. There is a rumor that John Brown will be
visiting, which doesn’t happen, but the possibility encourages Douglass to attempt
to escape with his girlfriend and slave Annie, Poe’s daughter. During his visit
“something” intangible happens, which is explained in the next and final chapter.

• MEADOWBROOK
Netta, now older and literate, and living near Wilmington, Delaware in a town
called Meadowbrook, recounts her life up to that point, and recounts the magical
circumstances that have led to a happy ending.

Amantine Lucile Aurore Dupin, or George Sand
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Memory and Fallow Ground:
Past Literary Activity in Delaware
Steven Leech
I am sure that Scott and the near-Scott and the school-of-Scotts were the real
determinants of the inner life for readers brought up in the ‘eighties and ‘nineties that no
one will ever understand the America of that day without reading and pondering upon
not only Ivanhoe but also To Have and to Hold and Richard Carvel and Monsieur
Beaucaire and Under the Red Robe.
–– Henry Seidel Canby, The Age of Confidence
This quote is from Henry Seidel Canby’s The Age of Confidence, his 1934 book about
the sensibilities of Wilmington’s social and cultural life during the turn of the 20th
century. He defines the era as one enamored by a romantic literature that not only
includes the examples that he provides in the above quote, but of that created by the
romantic literature of local artist and author Howard Pyle. Canby declares that
reading these works, “were real determinants of the inner life for readers.” Such
“inner lives” contribute to form the attitudes and behavior and the particulars of
manner for our social interactions with others. These matured inner lives, in
whatever era, bolster our sense of our civilization and how we view ourselves in our
community and the world around us.
Unlike painting, which is designed for the eye, or music, which is
designed for the ear, or theatre, designed to thrill and enthrall an audience,
literature is designed for the individual heart and mind that envisions images and
ideas and is usually appreciated in solitude and is shared mostly through
discussion. Without discussion, its appreciation and its rewards for the heart and
mind remain solitary. Discussion, whether verbal or written and published,
enables our inner lives to gush forth as they nurture shared visions and break
new ground with the discovery of inner meaning. Thus is the magic conjured by
literary art.
In his The Age of Confidence, Canby provides an inkling of those works
of literature that may have shaped the inner lives of the local community of
greater Wilmington. It may also be revealing when he also includes those works
that were not read or considered.
One of those not considered was Mark Twain, with the possible exception of
Innocents Abroad from 1869. As an aside, I am curious if Lost Abroad (1872),

a similar work by Delaware author and Mark Twain’s friend George
Alfred Townsend, could account for the perhaps meager popularity of both
books. Canby also notes that Mark Twain, “thought that the Civil War was caused
by the false sense of chivalry engendered by the passionate reading of (Walter) Scott
in the South.” Throughout The Age of Confidence, Canby remarks how great
the influence Scott had on the reading and thinking public, implying that

such influence may account for the images and ideas of similar kinds of romance
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literature written by Howard Pyle.
Among those other authors read by locals were those by William
Makepeace Thackeray, “when we began to feel a duty towards literature” and
Dickens, “not Pickwick but David Copperfield.“ One cannot help to think that the
fact that Claymont artist Felix Darley’s illustrations in works by Dickens may
have helped give him greater notice.
For the most part, Canby paints a somewhat bleak picture of the
influence that particularly American literature had on life at the turn of the
20th century. Virtually no one was reading Melville, Whitman, Emerson or
Thoreau. Of world literature, he includes Thomas Hardy, Wordsworth, Keats,
Shelley, and Dante as those not read by most. Very little of Poe was read; Rufus
Griswold had made sure of that. More about Poe will be saved for later.
Regarding local literature, Canby notes Elizabeth Montgomery’s Memoirs
of Wilmington (1851), but makes no mention of John Lofland, though in later
writing, in The Brandywine (1941), he refers to Lofland’s work as “claptrap.”

One must assume from references other than Canby's that other local authors
were very popular at that time; among them were George Alfred Townsend,
who set many of his works in Delaware, including The Entailed Hat (1884) and
some short stories. Also very popular were New Castle author Marian C. L.
Reeves’s bleak romances, particularly Wearithorne (1872) and Pilot Fortune (1885).
However, by the onset of the 1920s a series of literary scenes in
Wilmington began to emerge initiated by Canby himself. First was his novel Our
House (1919) set in a thinly disguised Wilmington. Later moving to New York City
Canby interacted with the Wilmington born author J. P. Marquand, who probably
wrote his first novel The Unspeakable Gentleman (1920) at a stone cottage still there at
what today is called Rockwood, located north of Wilmington on the Washington
Street Extension. Back then it was the residence of the Bringhurst family. After
Marquand left Delaware for New York City where he shared Book-of-the-Month
duties with Canby, Wilmington author John Biggs Jr. spent the summer of 1922
writing his first novel Demigods (1926) in that very same stone cottage. Canby
also helped to jump start Delaware’s most prolific 20th century novelist Anne
Parrish with her first serious work, The Perennial Bachelor (1925).
Novels by Wilmington-based authors emerged throughout the 1920s, but
the real catalyst for a genuine literary scene was sparked by John Biggs Jr.
when he invited his old Princeton roommate and friend F. Scott Fitzgerald and
with his wife Zelda to live at another estate north of Wilmington called Ellerlie.
Fitzgerald hosted many social events there and invited many literary luminaries
like Edmund Wilson, Thornton Wilder, Ben Hecht, and Carl Van Vechten, along
with performing artists like actress Helen Hayes and dancer Catherine
Littlefield to visit. At these gatherings, along with Biggs, another local novelist,
Christopher Ward, and possibly Arden author Victor Thaddeus, would also visit.
Ward wrote two important socially and culturally relevant novels set in Wilmington
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in the 1920s, One Little Man (1926) and Starling (1927).
It would be hard to conclude there had been no literary cross-fertilization
among those enjoying each other’s company at Ellerslie. We learn that Biggs and
Fitzgerald influenced one another’s literary works, from a publication by David
W. Meredith, a retired Associate Professor at Kent State University in Ohio,
and Cambridge, Maryland native.
Meredith’s book, Gatsby, Gath, and Gault (Authorhouse, 2007) reveals
how John Biggs Jr. and Fitzgerald dealt with similar themes in Biggs’
Demigods and Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby. Meredith further postulates that
both novels were influenced by Delaware author George Alfred Townsend,
often referred to as GATH, from his novel The Entailed Hat (1884), which was
set in Delaware and portions of Maryland’s Easter Shore.
In any case, among the factors that slowed significantly the literary surge of
the 1920s was the Great Depression of the 1930s. New priorities were established by
the publishing industry for publication prospects. The Great Depression, and the
World War that followed, set the stage for the stultifying Cold War culture of
the 1950s. We get some inkling of this process from Delaware novelist
Charles Wertenbaker’s final novel The Death of Kings from 1954.
In the 1930s, many Wilmington based writers found a home with the
Delaware Writers’ Project of the Federal Works Progress Administration
(WPA). Though works of literary art were discouraged, a couple did squeak
through the Project’s guidelines, like Arden author Victor Thaddeus’ “‘Orrible
Harry and the Court Tiger,” and “Leo Rex,” which were meant to be adapted
for the Delaware Theatre Project of the WPA. Incidentally Victor Thaddeus, along
with local resident, poet and author Alice Dunbar-Nelson had earlier published
short fiction in H. L. Mencken and George Jean Nathan’s Smart Set magazine.
There are also reports that many remaining literary artists in Wilmington
frequented the city’s Greenwood Bookstore as a locus for shared sensibilities.
The same sort of social dynamic experienced in the 1930s follows a similar
dynamic that followed another decade of literary blossoming in Delaware in the
1840s.
Canby had already declared in The Age of Confidence that Edgar Allan Poe was
barely read. Of course Rufus Griswold, who is barely read or considered today, had
a lot to do with that. By the same token, former University of Delaware English
Professor Augustus H. Able played a similar role in the post War years as had
Griswold by denigrating all of Delaware’s past literary artists.
In an essay entitled “Did Edgar Allan Poe Lecture at Newark Academy?”
published in Delaware Notes by former University of Delaware English Professor
Ernest J. Moyne, we get a glimpse of Poe’s influence on our local literary scene,
which was not unlike that of Fitzgerald’s in the 1920s.
Moyne, a respectful and meticulous researcher unlike his contemporary
colleague Augustus H. Able, parses out the fragments of reports of Poe’s
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involvement in Delaware. He begins with a quote from Delaware author and
historian Christopher Ward, from his 1934 essay “The University of Delaware: A
Historical Sketch:”
During Dr. Wilson's presidency [Dr. James P. Wilson, president of Delaware College, 18471850] there was an event, probably not at the time regarded as particularly noteworthy, but,
in the light of after years, of much interest. Edgar Allan Poe spent a week at the Academy
[Newark Academy, the preparatory department of Delaware College], lecturing daily. Rev.
Epher Whittaker [sic], a graduate of the class of 1847 and then a teacher in the Academy, in a
letter written in 1905, gives us his impressions of the man.
Then there is this from an August 3, 1927 The Newark Post, republished from
an article in the Delmarva Star:
No American writer has been the object of more bitter and savage attacks than Edgar Allan
Poe, famous poet and short-story writer, and no writer has, on the other hand, been more
passionately adored. The fact that a small portion of liquor was sufficient to upset the delicate
mental poise of this greatest of all American writers has in many petty minds completely
outweighed his scholarly acquirements, - this despite the fact that many writers, artists,
musicians and others, who have more sins to answer for than Poe, are accepted for what they
accomplished rather than damned for their derelictions. Perhaps it was because he happened
to live in puritanical America rather than Europe. However, the fact that Poe, just before his
untimely death in Baltimore in 1849, lived in Newark, Delaware, for a week, during which
time he lectured to the students at Newark Academy, gives a glimpse of the life of the poet
that shows he was not a toper, as has been hinted by his enemies.
Reports of Poe’s presence in Newark turn out to be problematic for Moyne.
Applying a healthy dose of skepticism, Moyne ferrets out events in Poe’s travels in
accordance with the sometimes faulty memories of eyewitnesses forty to fifty years
after the fact.
There’s little doubt that Poe spent more time in Delaware than generally
reported. As it is now, Delaware is a place one must pass through if one travels
between Philadelphia and Baltimore and other location north and south of both
cities, as did Poe throughout his life. Beside reports of Poe’s visits to Newark, he also
gave a lecture for the Franklin Lyceum at Temperance Hall in Wilmington on
November 28, 1843. Early in February 1844 he’s reported to have visited Elkton,
Maryland for reasons not known.
By 1840 Delaware’s first novelist Robert Montgomery Bird had published his
two major novels, Sheppard Lee (1836) and Nick of the Woods (1837) and had put his
writing career behind him to return to New Castle for a career in politics, and had
bought a farm near Elkton. Could these moves by Bird have provided opportunities
for Poe to pay Bird a visit? Poe admired Bird’s work very much, and Poe could be a
harsh critic, as demonstrated by his criticism, at the time, of the venerable Rufus
Griswold.
In addition, Delaware poet and author John Lofland composed his best work
while living and working in Wilmington in the late 1840s. Lofland and Poe did
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know one another and it’s not hard to imagine the two had some contact during the
period.
In spite of the faulty memories of those cited by Moyne in his essay, the
probability is that Poe lectured in Newark for a week sometime in 1843. Of course,
there is that most enduring report, the legend of which is preserved by Newark’s
Deer Park tavern, of an incident that occurred on December 23, 1843. Moyne quotes
extensively from a contemporaneous eyewitness indentified only as Academicus:
This evening I have had the pleasure of listening to the fourth of a series of Lectures got up in
the Academy for the benefit of the students during the present term, but open to all who may
choose to attend. The unprecedented state of our streets on which the skies had poured their
burdens for ten days together; and the short and circumscribed notice, which a late change in
the evening appointed for the Lecture, permitted to be given, occasioned a much thinner
house, than more favourable circumstances would have brought out. As it was, however, we
observed the Faculty of the College-the Teachers of the Academy-a large proportion of the
students of both departments, as well as a considerable number of the more intelligent of the
citizens of the place: - “ Fit audience tho' few."
Later, Academicus goes into greater detail:
After showing the incompetency of our criticism, as at present managed, to present a true
picture of American Poetry, our Lecturer turned to an inspection of the works themselves of
our poets - and especially to the several "collections" of American poetry which have
successively appeared as representing the state of the art in our country. After a cursory
examination and criticism of some: five or six such " collections" in the order of their
publication, the late compilation of Rev. Rufus W. Griswold, styled the" Poets and Poetry of
America," was introduced - as the last and best - tho' by no means unobjectionable. This book
and its author were handled by the critical Lecturer in not the most gentle manner. Many
names had been inserted which Apollo would have refused and some (such as Morris and
Conrad) left out, which the muses have acknowledged. The selections from those admitted
have been made with a miserable want of judgment - the worst specimens being often chosen
instead of the best,-and an extravagant proportion of space allotted to personal friend s- altho'
inferior poets( as in the case of Mr. Hoffman) -while superior merit has been put off with a
single page. After thus preparing the way, some eight or ten of our lady poets were
introduced one by one and dismissed to their appropriate seats in the temple of Fame, after
whom, came the five steel plate faces of Mr. Griswold's frontispiece, in their order-Dana,
Bryant, Halleck, Sprague and Longfellow.
Academicus thus concludes his remarks:
Such, Mr. Editor, is a brief sketch of one of the most interesting and instructive lectures I
have ever had the pleasure of hearing. I have attempted but the merest skeleton,- for the life
and beauty you must supply if you can, Mr. Poe's ever ready and ever beautiful imagery,
and glowing diction. It would afford me pleasure to devote an hour or two to a review of some
of the topics presented in the Lecture. The doctrines of the office of criticism-and of the End
and Province of Poetry are those upon which I would most like to dilate: but the time is not
now. Perhaps I may sometime again, if an opportunity should offer, attempt to sustain an
appeal from the decisions pronounced by our Lecturer on these two topics.
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John Lofland was the other literary artist who helped to make
Delaware more conscious of our literary environment. He had left Baltimore in
1846 to spend his final three years writing for Wilmington’s Blue Hen’s Chicken. It
was a time when Lofland’s prose blossomed into the most relevant story
telling of the period, demonstrating his progressive views on behalf of Native
Americans, the enslaved, and the independence of women. His story “A
Broken Heart,” about political character assassination, as well as the independent
role of women, was so popular that readers, reportedly, lined up to get copies,
and the Blue Hen’s Chicken had to print extra copies. His story “The Slave, or The
Ways of Providence” was published while local Abolitionist Thomas Garrett was
on trial charged with aiding runaways and during the Big Quarterly celebrations in
Wilmington.
Both Lofland and Poe died in 1849, ending a decade of literary awakening in
Wilmington and Newark. In 1850 the Fugitive Slave Law was enacted, which cleared
the path for eventual Civil War and changing the discourse of social interactions,
revving up the rhetoric of Abolition, and creating new political alignments, all
culminating with John Brown’s raid at Harper’s Ferry in 1859. Civil War broke out
18 months later, shortly after the election of Abraham Lincoln. Only two Delaware
authors wrote novels about those traumatic Civil War years: Marian C. L. Reeves’
Randolph Honor (1868) and George Alfred Townsend’s Katy of Catoctin (1884).
After that, with the possible exception of Wilmington novelist Harriett Pennawell
Belt’s A Miracle of Promise (1887), also largely about aiding runaway slaves near
Baltimore, the literary ground in Delaware became largely fallow, much in the
same way as described in Henry Seidel Canby in The Age of Confidence.
We can detect similarities regarding both decades, that of the 1840s
and 1920s. Both decades were followed by decades of turmoil and changing
social attitudes, and the decades that followed them with major wars and national
trauma leading to the fallow ground in successive years, at least in the local arenas.
Despite the great authors who produced works in the late 19th century
like Mark Twain, Herman Melville, Walt Whitman, and those who emerged in the
early 20th century like Edith Wharton, Upton Sinclair, and Theodore Dreiser, the
local literary ground fertilized by local literary art became fallow, much as
Canby lamented the late 19th century landscape. We can only hope that

future generations will remember the works we produce today.
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Siblings: The Story of
Delaware's Literature in the
First Half of the 20th Century
Steven Leech
novelist to have hailed from Delaware.
Of the seven novels he wrote over his
career, three of them were influenced
by how Delaware brought him to
conclusions about America, about the
thirst for political power and its
influence on our social and cultural
life. In his final novel, Death of Kings,
he demonstrates how, during the
Second World War and the immediate
period afterwards, our social and
cultural environment would morph
into the early years of the domestic
Cold War when the ultra right wing
found the means to manipulate the
news in order to whip up social
hysteria in an emerging post war
America.
Charles'
younger
brother
Peyton wrote under two names.
Under
his
own,
G.
Peyton
Wertenbaker, he wrote some of the
most insightful science fiction to
appear in the pages of the earliest
issues of the groundbreaking Amazing
Stories magazine. He wrote two novels
in the early 1930s under the name of
Green Peyton. The first of these, Black
Cabin, was his side of the story that
was told in his brother Charles' first
novel from 1928 entitled Boojum!.
Early in the brother Wertenbakers'
writing career, as to a similar degree
with the Parrish siblings, the two

It was Wilmington author Henry
Seidel Canby, who was among the
founders of The Saturday Review of
Literature, along with Christopher
Ward, author of a wide range of
literature including satire, serious
fiction and local history, who were
most responsible for launching
Delaware's literary presence for the
first half of the 20th century. It was
through Canby's intercession that
Anne Parrish, Delaware's most prolific
novelist
garnered
success.
Her
younger brother Dillwyn also enjoyed
some literary success, but Dillwyn's
shortened life and the manner in
which he presented his novels
deprived him of deserved recognition.
The story of Delaware's literary
art during the first half of the 20th
century, in large part, is the story of
three sets of siblings who wrote more
than two dozen quality novels among
them. However, availability of these
novels runs from barely available
usually frail used editions to those that
are no longer available.
In addition to the Anne and
Dillwyn Parrish, those other siblings
were Charles Wertenbaker and his
younger brother Peyton, and John
Biggs Jr and his sister Mary.
Charles
Wertenbaker
is
arguably the most controversial
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legendary racehorse to which he
attaches mythic attributes, after which
he captures then loses, and then leads
him to realize his own place in a world
that he has caused to swirl about him.
Lily-Iron is a masterpiece. It is the only
novel Mary Biggs wrote because she
died young. It is impossible to find a
copy, though the University of
Delaware Library has one non
circulating edition.
The single element that runs
through the story of these novels,
which were published by the country's
most notable publishing companies, is
that the best of them is extraordinarily
rare. You will not find copies of LilyIron or Demigods. You will not find
copies of Green Peyton's (G.Peyton
Wertenbaker) second novel, Rain on
the Mountain. Dillwyn Parrish's final
novel, which he authored with M. F. K
Fisher, is impossible to find, and only
one copy of My Wives appears to be
available. The point is that examples
of Delaware's early literary history are
disappearing at the very point of
discovery. In cases where copies of
these novels have survived, because
copies are in the neighborhood of 80 90 years old, they are very frail. These
novels ought to, and need to, be
republished before they disappear for
one or many reasons. If I had the
money, or if Dreamstreets had the
money, or had Broken Turtle Books
had the money, they could be saved
through republishing. Chances are
that will never happen.

developed their craft by generating
both subject matter and perspective
from each other, and all four went on
to develop their own voice in the later
literature they created.
Another set of literary siblings
from the early 20th century was John
Biggs and his sister Mary. John Biggs
published only two novels, though he
reputedly wrote two others and wrote
and published a slew of short stories.
One of his novels, Seven Days
Whipping, from 1928 is the most
accessible. It's his 1926 novel,
Demigods, that's the real gem, and it's
nearly impossible to find a copy.
Evidently Biggs wrote the novel at the
same time that his friend F. Scott
Fitzgerald wrote The Great Gatsby and
there are some parallel elements in
both though are very different from
each other. Biggs' novel is about a
fanatic who is also a bit of a naïf, who
at varying times runs a newspaper in
Wilmington, and runs for Governor of
Delaware as a Single Taxer. It's a wild,
hallucinatory novel in places and
establishes a kind of land-faring
metaphor early on when the
protagonist, John Gault, is afflicted
with a visionary purpose in life while
working in a Philadelphia shipyard.
Mary Biggs, in her only novel
entitled Lily-Iron from 1927, also uses
the underlying metaphor of "landfaring"
as
she
takes
themes
reminiscent of Melville's Moby-Dick,
and obliquely turns them inside out.
Instead of the white whale, Biggs'
protagonist, Jenson Romm, pursues a
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Was a Story Set in Wilmington Among the Earliest
Influences on the Literature of the Harlem
Renaissance?
Steven Leech
where the story can be found are: Ebony
Rising: Short Fiction of the Greater Harlem
Renaissance Era edited by Craig Gable and
published in 2004 by the Indiana
University Press, and “Girl, Colored” and
Other Stories: A Complete Short Fiction
Anthology of African-American Women in
The Crisis Magazine, 1910-2010, edited by
Judith Musser and published in 2011 by
McFarland & Company, Incorporated.

Among the earliest literary figures who
lived in Delaware in the early 20th century
was Alice Dunbar-Nelson. She was born
Alice Moore in New Orleans on July 19,
1875. Her first husband was the American
poet Paul Laurence Dunbar who died in
1906, about three years after she moved to
Wilmington where she had family.
Probably the best and most recent
example of her influence on Paul
Laurence Dunbar and about their the
stormy relationship can be found in
Eleanor Alexander’s 2002 book Lyrics of
Sunshine and Shadow, (New York: New
York University Press). Her own literary
career did not end there. Her literary
work showed up, both before and after
her marriage to Dunbar, in places like
George Jean Nathan’s and H. L.
Mencken’s Smart Set as well as in Crisis
when it was edited by W. E. B. duBois.
While in Wilmington she married Robert
Nelson and is better known today as Alice
Dunbar-Nelson. Later she worked as an
educator and social activist as well as
publisher of the local African American
newspaper, The Wilmington Advocate,
during the early 1920s, making her a
pioneer of local Black journalism. Her
literary and journalistic works inspired
many who participated in the Harlem
Renaissance during the 1920s.
One of Dunbar-Nelson’s early
short stories, “Hope Deferred,” is among
her most anthologized. Two anthologies

“Hope
Deferred”
was
first
published 1914 in Crisis 8, the main
publication for the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP). The story was most certainly
written in Wilmington and gives clues
regarding its locale. Early on in the story,
Dunbar-Nelson states that the city in the
story is, “ . . . if not distinctly southern, at
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Ku Klux Klan in Delaware was at the
height of its power and influence and
when both major political parties
harbored racist views. Even though the
Progressive Era was in full bloom in
places like New York City, and the
Modernist Movement was making
significant cultural advances, hope
seemed to be waning for Wilmington’s
African-American community. It was a
bleak time in Delaware to be writing for
social and cultural progress. In spite of
this, Dunbar-Nelson wrote a story that
was echoed in a refrain attributed to the
Langston Hughes when “hope deferred”
became transferred into a “dream
deferred.”
Alice Dunbar-Nelson only has a
small
citation
in
Alain
Locke’s
monumental tome, The New Negro: Voices
of the Harlem Renaissance, published in
1925. Perhaps she might have had a
greater part in Locke’s anthology and
commentary had she gone to Harlem and
played a greater role in that flowering of
modern African-American culture. She
chose instead to remain in Wilmington,
and in her later years in Philadelphia,
writing and struggling for social progress.
Alice Dunbar-Nelson died on September
18, 1935. She is interred at the Wilmington
and Brandywine Cemetery.

least one on the borderland between the
North and the South.” Later on in the
same story she divulges that the
protagonist, Edwards, is serving time at
the
“county
workhouse.”
The
“Workhouse,” during a little more than
the first half of the 20th century in New
Castle County, was the name given to the
county penal institution then located at
the intersection of Greenbank Road and
the Newport-Gap Pike (Route 41) near
Price’s Corner. The “Workhouse” was
also the place from which an uncharged
inmate, George White, was kidnapped by
local white citizens and lynched nearby in
1903, the year that Alice Dunbar arrived
in Wilmington. The “Workhouse” was
also the location, where about two weeks
before the lynching of George White,
several men were publically whipped and
made to stand in the pillory. Delaware
finally outlawed the pillory in 1905, but
the state did not abolish corporal
punishment until the late 1960s. One of
the guard towers of the ‘Workhouse” still
remains in the Park at Price’s Corner.
Alice Dunbar-Nelson wrote “Hope
Deferred,” which is most probably set in
Wilmington, at a time when the Dupont
Company was about to make an obscene
fortune from profits from World War I,
when the United States occupied the
impoverished country of Haiti, when the
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What follows is one of eleven known works of published fiction by Arden, Delaware
author Victor Thaddeus. It appeared in the magazine Smart Set, published by H. L.
Mencken and George Jean Nathan in
August 1922. One other example of
published fiction by Victor Thaddeus was
the story “The Chemical Magnet,”
published in the August 1927 issue of
Amazing Stories, published by Hugo
Gernsback. Two examples of Thaddeus’
unpublished fiction, “ ‘Orrible Harry and
the Court Tiger,” and “Leo Rex” are
embedded in the Delaware Writers’
Project Papers from the Works Progress
Administration (WPA), archived in the
University of Delaware Library.
According to Victor Thaddeus’
son Patrick, his father is reputed to have
written a number of novels, and had a lifelong correspondence with H. L. Mencken.
Victor Thaddeus is better known
for writing four biographies of famous
persons, the best known are Voltaire:
Genius of Mockery published by
Brentano’s in 1928, and Julius Caesar
And The Grandeur That Was Rome by
the same publisher in 1927, and which
was illustrated by Delaware artist
William D. White.

Mr. Ballinger’s Home
Victor Thaddeus
MR. BALLINGER'S home was sacred to him. It was a corner of the universe
peculiarly and indubitably his. Home was the most real word in his vocabulary.
His home consisted of Grace, Paul and himself.
He sat on the edge of a chair, his mouth open, and a detached expression
distorting his heavy features, as though there existed no communication between
his thoughts and the thick, uncertain fingers that worried with the mandolin
pressed against his stomach. He was large, square-shouldered man with a habit of
staring attentively at people when he was not thinking about them.
Grace had gone to the Symphony, and he was taking care of Paul. His chair
was so placed that by raising a hand he could part the portières and take a look at
the baby. Now and again when Paul whimpered he put down the mandolin, and
went in to arrange the bedclothes or to move the crib gently back and forth upon
its rubber wheels until quiet was restored. Paul was a year old, and their f i r s t
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child.

Mr. Ballinger had discovered that mandolin music soothed Paul to sleep, if
not played too loud. He could not pick out many tunes, and only three chords.
Grace tuned the mandolin for him. He was proud of her knowledge of what he
called the higher music. He himself could not follow the melody in a symphony
concert, and preferred the simpler tunes that a man could whistle as an outlet to
moods sentimental, patriotic or exuberant.
The Baby had been quiet for half an hour when he put the mandolin in the
window seat, and occupied himself with the evening paper. He frowned. The
Reynolds divorce case was still headlined. Mr. Ballinger wished that that devil
Guigne, a Frenchman and an interior decorator, who had alienated Mrs. Reynolds'
affections, could have been lynched before he died. He would have liked to have
a hand in that lynching.
He sat staring over the top of the paper, vaguely discerning a general rule
that would guard a husband against such a thing as this. It would be wise for a
man to distrust all the Latin peoples; the Southern Europeans comprising
Spaniards, Italians and Greeks. Since childhood he had been aware of their
infidelity and immorality. The Scandinavians could be trusted as honorable.
He was brooding over the matter when Fred Hodd called to see him. Hodd
was his partner in the firm of Ballinger and Hodd, Leather Supplies, and he
thought a lot of Fred. They had attended the same school; they had been business
rivals until the partnership was effected. Fred had come in to talk business, and to
continue their conversation of that afternoon. The leather trade was dull, and
Ballinger and Hodd were considering going into the mail-order business.
Through the South-West especially, where harness fittings and saddles were
important commodities and local dealers charged hold-up prices, the prospects
looked good.
Fred was a tall dark man with a black moustache. He was unmarried,
thirty-nine, and lived with his mother. Mr. Ballinger did not care for his mother,
who had been a Miss Vatallano before her marriage – an Italian girl. But Fred
himself as such an out-and-out American that he forgave his partner this
congenital weakness. And Fred’s father, Mr. Hodd, had been an Englishman, so,
in the melting pot. As Mr. Ballinger understood the matter, the bloods had
neutralized.
Mr. Ballinger had not been entirely won over to the mail-order idea. After
several minutes' conversation he changed the subject to the ReynoIds divorce
case. The idea that there was a chance for good profits in the venture while still
there was a risk attached, irritated him, and he felt a malevolent fury surge in him
against this man Guigne.
His heavy face reddened, and he started to bring his fist down on the
table. Then he remembered Paul, asleep, and he held it poised an inch above the
walnut surface.
“By God, Fred, if any French deviI broke up my home I'd kill him!" he
exclaimed, moving the fist up and down like a hammer while be stared at his
partner.
“Fault of the husband in this case. He shouldn’t have let his wife run
around
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around so much,” said Fred, with a yawn.
Mr. Ballinger started an argument. In his opinion Mr. Reynolds had been
as innocent of guilt as an unborn babe, as that little child in there, pointing
toward the portières. He felt angry with Fred for saying such a thing. Single men
didn’t understand what was meant by the sacredness of the home, like a married
man did. He thought of Fred’s mother. That woman with her black, piercing eyes and
wrinkled face, and the ways of pronouncing th as d, and w as v, always made him feel
uncomfortable whenever he went to Fred’s house.
When Fred had gone he went into the kitchen and sat down to a glass of
milk and a piece of pound cake. Suddenly he noticed that it was quarter past
eleven by the kitchen clock. Grace was generally back by eleven. He compared the
kitchen clock with that in the living-room. There was two minutes difference. He set
both of them by his watch, which said twelve after.
He finished the cake hastily, gulped down the milk, filled, the glass with
water and placed it in the sink to soak. Then he moved restlessly about the livingroom, his eyes passing rapidly over the furniture, as though taking an inventory,
but always coming back to the closed portières. It occurred to him that there might be
a grain of truth in what Fred had said which should apply to himself and
Grace. After this he would have Mrs. Thompson in on Saturday nights, and escort
Grace to the Symphony. The thought that this home of his might be broken up
left him weak. He sank into a chair.
He heard the front door open and shut. Grace at last. She was coming up
the stairs. She was in the hall. As the door opened slowly and she stood on the
threshold smiling at him the clock struck the half hour. The sound brought Mr.
Ballinger to his feet. He stood looking at his wife.
She was small and slender. He was glad she was not a beautiful woman.
He remembered the newspaper description of Mrs. Reynolds as a woman of
striking appearance. There was nothing striking about Grace. She eight years his
junior –– he was thirty-seven –– but since Paul’s birth she had aged and looked
older than he did.
“Have a good time?” he asked, holding out his hand to her, “You’re later
than usual tonight.”
“Wonderful,” she answered, when he had kissed her, “They played
Mozart’s Jupiter and Beethoven’s concerto in E-flat –– it was so beautiful. There
was an accident in the subway, and our car was held up on account of it. Has the
baby been good?”
She parted the portières, and went softly into the adjoining room. A
sudden impulse made Mr. Ballinger swing around and peer after her. He saw her
bending over the crib. She was touching the baby with her lips, lightly, very
lightly, so that his sleep would not be disturbed. That picture filled him with
immense exultation. He became suddenly a detached observer, and saw the whole
picture; the mother bending over the sleeping child, the father standing there at
the portières watching them. He wished that Fred were beside him now, that he
could show his partner this, and ask him what he thought of it, and if he thought
there was any danger of a man like that devil Guigne coming along and breaking up
his home.
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His eyes moved from the dim room to a picture hanging above the
davenport; a family scene, with father, mother, children and a dog
grouped around the fireplace. That picture had always been his favorite; it was so
restful and complete, as though there were no world beyond. They were all
looking into the flames, all dreaming, all happy. The mother was older than
Grace; there were two boys and a girl; the boys stood by the mother, the girl by
the father, and the dog was stretched out between two chairs. He liked to think of
this as his own family in the future. He had no dog now, only a cat that kept the
rats out of the cellar, but he would certainly get one for the children to play with.
They were good faithful animals.
He felt confident and happy. When Grace left the bedroom ha asked
her playfully if there was any man she loved more than her husband. She stopped
quite still, and stared at him a moment. She had a wistful, haggard face.
“Of course not,” she answered him, in a low voice, “Whatever made you
think of asking a question like that?”
Her dismay pleased him. He drew her toward him, and stroked the wrinkles
on her forehead. His wistful, haggard little wife! Again he was glad that she was not
beautiful. Beautiful women were exposed to too much temptation. This Guigne
devil had come around in the daytime when Mr. Reynolds had been away at his
place of business, and Mrs. Reynolds was alone in the house in the same way that
Grace was alone.
That night as he lay beside her he continued to think about the matter. He
could hear her breathing on one side of him, and the baby on the other. Paul
began to toss and moan. He slipped out of bed and comforted the baby. He was
drowsy when he got into bed again, but before he went to sleep he revolved a
philosophy in his mind. A beautiful woman was like a jewel. He would be afraid to
have a beautiful jewel in his home. He would not feel secure until he had
pIaced it in a safe deposit vault. So with a beautiful woman –– Mrs. Reynolds.
Grace –– the baby –– no other man wanted them. Any other man would feel
it I bother to have to get out of bed at night on account of Paul. They were his –– his.
And he had done everything a man could do to safeguard their future in case
anything should happen to him; fire insurance, life insurance, all his affairs in
perfect order. Grace was asleep now. He would be asleep himself in a moment. He
put out his hand and touched her hair. The dim consciousness her white face
filled him with tenderness. He kissed her. His dear, tired little wife.
The baby whimpered a little while they slept.
Mr. Ballinger was dreaming. That Guigne devil –– Grace ––.
He growled like an animal in his sleep. Paul wailed. Grace made no sound.
She was very tired
II
Sunday Mr. Ballinger spent doing odd jobs around the house. In the
afternoon Fred came over, and had supper with them. He spoke about the mail
order proposition again. Mr.Ballinger say brooding. What business the firm did
now was slow, but sure. This would mean a certain investment. Then the whole
thing might amount to nothing.
''What do you think, Grace?" he asked, and he did so he gave Fred a glance, as
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though to imply his partner’s lack of a wife to consult, even though her opinion
might might not be given serious consideration.
Grace looked from one of them to the other. She was holding Paul on her
knees. Stroking his head, she replied that the idea seemed a good one to her Business
had to be gone after; more nowadays than even before There might be a fortune it.
Looking at her, Mr. Ballinger made his decision. He must make more
money for his family. His home needed a more substantial foundation than he
was building for it at the present time. There was only about ten years difference
between him and the father in the picture; and that man had the appearance of
being wealthy. To make a fortune he must be willing to take a chance. So he
agreed to the proposition before left the house that night.
It was decided that Mr. Ballinger shouId make a trip through the 5outhwest to look over the territory. Mr. Hodd could not go, as he was in charge of the
manufacturing end and needed at the factory.
"You'll have to promise me that you'll go over and see Grace often while
I'm gone Fred! She’ll be worried alone, "said Mr. Ballinger to his partner before he
left.
He spoke solemnly. He would be gone a month at the least, perhaps two;
and he had not been separated from Grace for more that a couple of days since
their marriage. It would not be as lonely for her now, that she had Paul to take up
her time, but still he did not like the idea of separation. Fred told him not to
worry, that he would see she was kept cheered up.
He said good-bye to Grace in their home, telling her to take good care of Paul
and not let him grow too fast. As he held her in his arms his hand patted her head,
and neck, and shoulders. She was a frail thing. It occurred to him as a strange
provision of nature the way a woman changed after bearing a child, and a
man remained the same. Yet a wise one, he considered –– yes, a wise one. Grace
had a neat little bust; now her breasts were relaxed, and her carriage dropped.
When, turning his head as he walked up the street, he saw her standing on
the stoop looking after him and waving, her head pushed forward, and her
shoulders rather bent, he was glad that she was not the voluptuous kind, glad that
he was leaving this sort of little wife behind, and not one about whom he
would have to be anxious every day he was away, like Mrs. Reynolds. And he was
glad Fred would be over often to cheer her up. Grace was emotional. She was
crying now, she would cry while he was away. He liked to realize that she
would cry, but he did not want her to cry too much.
He wrote to her daily. He said little in his letters about the place he
was writing from, or what he was doing, because as soon as he sat down to
write it seemed to him he was in his home again, and there was no other topic of
interest. He asked questions, gave instructions, and hoped that everything
was going all right. His letters covered what he would have said to Grace each
day had he just returned, to find it was necessary for him to start off again
immediately.
In his first letter to Fred, sent within the first week of his departure,
he asked how Grace was looking. Fred answered that both she and Paul were as
well as ever, and there was nothing to worry about. Never mind about Grace and
Paul,
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Paul, said Fred, they would be well looked after –– the thing was to keep his eye
open for business opportunities. How did they look?
They looked good to Mr. Ballinger. He went to the smaller towns, and
studied the directories and telephone books. He priced leather at the harness
stores. Ballinger and Hodd could sell cheaper, n=much cheaper, and still realize a
substantial profit. He found money plentiful in this part of the country. The
ranches were prosperous, and oil fields numerous. But local dealers were charging
exorbitant prices, and he felt that if the firm offered goods of the same quality,
with prompt delivery, it would get the trade.
Two weeks after leaving home his headquarter was a small Texas town
near the border. The inhabitants called it a town; Mr. Ballinger called it a dump. A
general store and a dozen adobe huts dumped down on the mesa. In the winter he
was told a river raged in the arroyo. Now the only water obtainable was from
wells, and that tasted bad to him. But there were a number of large ranches within
driving distance, and Mr. Ballinger was interested in these.
He had a room over the store. When night came it seemed to become
unbearably hot. He sauntered up the street in his shirt sleeves. All day long the
sun had blazed. His eyes ached from the glare of the mesa. Now the sky was
black, and he bad never seen so many stars. He crossed the arroyo and climbed
the mesa, fanning hit face with his handkerchief, and making occasional tugs at
his wet undershirt. A brightening of the sky ahead of him told him that the moon
was rising, and he did not like to miss anything; so he climbed doggedly until he
was on top of the mesa then he sat down on rock, breathing heavily, his hands on
his knees, facing the moon.
It was a round yellow moon of size that astonished him. It came up as he
watched, slowly and solemnly, until it was balanced on the rim of the mesa that
seemed infinitely distant. Its nakedness and emptiness frightened Mr. Ballinger.
He looked around for the lights of the town but they were hidden from him.
Beneath the moon the billowed like a dead sea, with a whiteness that disturbed
him. He turned his head, only to find the mesa in that direction black and
forbidding by the contrast. He gripped his knees with his fingers, and leaned
forward, staring at the moon, and thinking of his home.
Loneliness saddened him, almost to tears. The unities of this place were
terrifying; moon, stars, mesa –– nothing else. And the moon, the one thing that
moved was moving away, becoming smaller. The dry earth gave forth a hot
persistent fragrance that thickened the air. The silence was so intense he was
almost afraid to breathe. He longed for his home, for Grace, wistful, and haggard,
and familiar, and Paul wailing in his crib. The picture of that happy family sitting
around the fireplace slipped between his eyes and the moon. That was his home,
belonged to him; while this belonged to no one.
Suddenly, close beside him, he heard music. His hands trembled against
his knees, and his mouth fell open. The sound broke upon his ears so abruptly
that he burst into tears. This was not a mandolin, but some stringed instrument
akin to it; it sent his thought flying to the contemplation of himself sitting by the
portières practicing his three chords while he guarded Paul. He walked towards
the music and found a half-breed girl playing the guitar. He sat and listened,
starring
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staring at the moon, homesick, wishing he was not to far from home, and
foreseeing a number of things that might happen to Grace and Paul before he
returned.
He felt angry with Fred. It was Fred, the single man, who should have come
on this trip. It seemed to him that Fred should have been able to arrange the plant
operation so that his daily presence would not be necessary. What had Fred
warned him about letting a woman go out alone? Yet it had not worried Fred in
the least to have his partner go away and leave his wife and child for a couple of
months. Mr. Ballinger examined the half-breed girl more carefully. She made him
think of Mrs. Reynolds.
He had seen her in the town that morning, a dark, languorous girl with jetblack hair, swinging past him in a short blue skirt, and a scarlet shawl. She had
given him one quick momentary glance of interest as she passed. On his
approaching now, she had jumped up with cry, had stood looking at him a
moment with the guitar at her side, and had then sat down and resumed her
playing.
She was probably eighteen. She was beautiful. Regarding her, he was
convinced that she was wicked, that some day she would deceive her husband
like Mrs. Reynolds. Her large eyes glowed in the moonlight, and her face and
neck were white. White with passion –– he thought of he thought of that
expression. And she made the guitar throb, like a beating heart. The music
seemed to come out of the earth at her feet.
He felt an interest in her because of the Reynolds divorce case, and entered
into a conversation with her when she stopped playing. He was surprised to find
that she spoke English well, though with an accent. Her voice was soft, and
seductive with a caressing melancholy. As he talked to her Mr. Ballinger knew
that, were she his wife, he would be afraid to leave a woman with a voice like this,
that seemed to come not from the nose and mouth but to glide from the full curves
of her body, a1one. But he wanted to talk now, to detach himself from this moon
and desert country, and get back to his home. She was a good listener. He told her
about Grace and Paul, how he missed them, and how his partner was looking
after them during his absence.
She did not seem to understand this last remark. He repeated it. Then she
said slowly.
“Oh, your partner!”
Mr. BalIinger stared at the girl. His head was buzzing, but all was silence.
Her face had gathered the moonlight into a smile, a mocking wicked smile that
paralyzed him. She was a wicked, devilish woman to suggest such a thought to
him. He seized her fiercely by both shoulders, and approached his face to hers
until he felt her breath upon his mouth.
His hands were torn loose, and he was sent spinning through the brush. He
stumbled, and fell, ripping his cheek on a manzanita stump. He staggered to his
feet. A man stood by the haIf-breed girl. A horse, with high pummeled saddle was
silhouetted against the moon. The man, tall and booted, stood with fist clenched
and sombrero on the back of his head, evidently a half-breed also, the kind of a
man who would knife you in the back when you were down, the kind of man Mr.
Ball
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Ballinger had no use for –– a man like this devil, Guigne.
A grim smile crossed Mr. Ballinger’s face as he listened to the half-breed
girl telling her companion that the stranger had not kissed her. It mattered little to
him now whether the girl had really meant to suggest anything or not; the
suspicion had become his own. The two half-breeds became Grace and Fred
Hodd. He watched them walking away, the man leading the horse, his arm around
the girl, the three of them black against the moon. He stood watching them, and
rubbing blood over his cheek with a numb hand, until they vanished from the
arroyo.
Then his fury broke loose. He danced about on the mesa shaking his fist at
the great yellow moon. He felt himself as elemental as his surroundings. He
wished that the half-breed devil would come back that he could tear him to
pieces. This man was Guigne, Hodd, a type of devil that stole a man’s wife away
from him and broke up his home. He rushed back to the store, took a buggy to the
depot, and caught the night train for the north.
On the way suspicion settled into certainty. He remembered remarks of
Grace and Fred in which he had seen no significance. This whole mail order idea
was a ruse to get his away from Grace. Why had he never thought of this before?
Guigne had been a close friend of Mr. Reynolds. These were the men that
husbands never suspected, and they were always the guilty ones. He remembered all
the cases that had come into the papers. He remembered his antipathy to Mrs.
Hodd, her black piercing eyes, and silent manner. Fred was half a dago, and his
blood would tell. The phrase rang in his ears.
III
He arrived at his home after dark. There was no light downstairs but the
upstairs casements were outlined against the darkness. The blinds were down. He
hesitated on the sidewalk, his face turned up toward them. Grace was up there.
Grace and Paul. Who else?
He thought of all he had done for his home to make it a happy place for his
family, the life insurance ––. He knew now that half-breed girl had not smiled, or
spoken the words with any special emphasis, but that he had been keyed just to
the point when these particular words had been a revelation to him, that it had
been one of those inexplicable things that drummers called a hunch, and which
were infallibly correct. And what was a hunch if not God taking pity on a man at
last and opening his eyes?
He entered the house quietly, and was not surprised to hear a voice
upstairs. It was Grace talking–– but to whom? He went to his desk and, taking his
key ring from his pocket with its bunch of keys, unlocked the top small drawer
and drew out a revolver. Mr. Reynolds had shot Guigne, and the jury had
acquitted him.
The chamber was empty. His head swam for a moment, as he was certain
he had left shells in it. Then he remembered that Fred bad borrow the pistol since
then to take into the country with him, and had used up all the shells. At other
times he would have attached no meaning to this fact, but now he wall alarmed. It
looked as though Fred had anticipated trouble and had used up the shells on
purpose
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purpose. Perhaps Fred was alarmed ––.
He stood irresolute. Then he shifted his grip on the pistol, grasping it
around the muzzle. He was a bigger, heavier man than Fred. If Fred was upstairs in
the room alone with Grace and there was misconduct, be would tear Fred from his
wife and beat him over the head with the butt of the revolver until he was dead.
He would tear him away like the half-breed devil had torn him away, send him
staggering, and be on top of him before he could recover.
He climbed the stairs cautiously. Everything depended on complete
surprise. Should his presence in the house become known before he was ready to
leap, his life might be endangered. When the butt of the revolver struck against the
banister he crouched down his eyes fixed upon the darkness above, expecting the door
to open and flood the hall with light.
But the door did not open, and after an interminable period of suspense he
stood before it, he stood before it, the pistol clenched in his right fist, the fingers of
his left hand slowly turning the knob.
Through the portières he saw Grace bending over Paul’s crib. He slipped
noiselessly forward. There was no one else in either room.
A peculiar feeling unsteadied him and made him grasp the back of the
davenport, while he threw the pistol into the window-seat. The rooms seemed to
have shrunk. They were hot and smelt of soup. Grace wore an old apron. She
looked old and disheveled. Staring at her, the light by the crib changed into a
great yellow moon that glided between him and his wife, obscuring his vision.
He became aware of Grace clinging to him, asking him questions, kissing
him. Her hands felt limp and wet, her back hard and fleshless. Now she was
asking about his cheek. He told her that he bad finished his business sooner than he
had expected, and that he had cut himself shaving on the train. He was
surprised how easily the lie was spoken. He kissed Paul and began to unpack his
valise, driven to do this by vague feeling of horror that he did not understand, If he
did not do something he believed he would go crazy.
As he took out his collars and shirts and threw them on the bed he thought of
the half-breed girl. Grace bent over beside him to help. He recoiled from her thin
body and haggard face. The feeling changed to one of irritation. Her
eagerness annoyed him.
He sat on the davenport staring at the floor. Paul began to wail. Suddenly
he felt something being slipped into his lap. Grace was giving him the mandolin to
play. He took it from her, and picked a few notes. But he could play no more. The
music sounded empty. The throbbing of a guitar was in his ears; he smelt the hot
perfume of the mesa. He flung the mandolin to the far end of the davenport.
The fear in Grace's face made him angry. She went away, and he saw her
standing beside the crib, as though seeking consolation there. Lucky, he thought,
that Paul was still a baby or mother and son would take sides again him.
His irritation increased as he sat there. When his eyes happened to fall on the
family picture above him on the right he wonder what they were dreaming of.
Something like what he had seen on the mesa that night? A sob rose to his throat.
As he saw that beautiful girl walking away into the moon with the man and the
horse his anger found its focus. That Guigne, that devil, that Greaser who had torn
him
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him away from the girl he loved! He felt her warn, firm flesh in his hands,
her breath on his mouth. If he had only kissed her! He sprang to his feet.
Grace was beside him again, asking him if he was sick, if there was
anything she could do for him, saying that this was the first time he had ever
behaved like this. He hated the way she slunk around. Now she was crying, her
face in her hands.
Mr. Ballinger, staring at her, knew that it was the heat down south that had
put this crazy idea into his head about Fred and Grace, and his home being
broken up. His eyes appraised her from head to foot. She was a slatternly woman.
No man would want her. He did not want her himself now that romance had come
into his life.
He said, furiously, "Well, it won't be the last time. It won't be the last if this
whining don't stop."

GOOD FRIDAY
Across the planes of spring
into the spiral of the year
we all stand near to each other
we all stand by things
that stand by us.
It is the same stars that shine upon us.
We all live above the sign of the serpent
from which everything grows.

–– Steven Leech
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